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4. Don’t be fooled by performances. 
5. Inspect the undergirdings of your philosophies. Are 

they legitimate?

OLPC failed on all of these points. Millions of dollars 
were spent, and there is little evidence of any lasting 
impact. 

Although it is not an easy read, this book is recom-
mended for those who are interested in thinking about 
how computing can be effectively used to make a differ-
ence in this world. If you are a Christian, and desire to 
be an active agent of change for good, you also should 
spend time considering your privilege, the culture of 
where your project will be deployed, and why you are 
optimistic about the success and impact of your proj-
ect. Will you be making the same mistakes that OLPC 
made?
Reviewed by Victor Norman, Associate Professor of Computer Science, 
Calvin University, Grand Rapids, MI 49546.

MY TECH-WISE LIFE: Growing Up and Making 
Choices in a World of Devices by Amy Crouch and 
Andy Crouch. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2020. 
208 pages. Hardcover; $15.99. ISBN: 9780801018671.
My Tech-Wise Life is a book about life before it is a book 
about technology. Through a discussion of her own 
experience growing up in a “tech-wise family,” Amy 
Crouch shares her struggles and successes as a young 
adult navigating a world that is obsessed with technol-
ogy. She honestly shares how she doesn’t have it all 
figured out, while describing the ways that she keeps 
technology in its place as a tool in her life, rather than 
as a controlling force.

Technology causes us problems that aren’t rooted in 
technology. It changes the problems that we face, but it 
doesn’t create fundamentally new problems. Sometimes 
it exacerbates problems that we have always faced, such 
as distraction. Other times, it covers up problems—this 
sounds good, until you realize that it also covers up the 
solutions. We experienced distraction and loneliness 
long before the distractions from phone notifications, 
and the loneliness from seeing Instagram posts of par-
ties we weren’t invited to. This book is about how to 
live—with and without technology.

In each chapter, Amy tackles a different facet of tech-
nology, exploring how we can be free of the demands of 
technology in a way that helps us to be more engaged 
in our own lives. Some chapters address specific tech-
nologies: for example, social media, and how “we don’t 
have to compare ourselves” (chapter 1). Other chapters 
cover how we can use all of our technology better so 
that “we don’t have to be exhausted” (chapter 7).

Each chapter is paired with a letter from her dad, Andy 
Crouch, the popular Christian author of The Tech-Wise 

Family. Each chapter also ends with “What to Do Next,” 
beginning with questions of reflection, then moving 
toward the challenges of how to start conversations 
with your family and friends about how you want to be 
using technology, and ending with suggestions for how 
to change your habits surrounding technology.

My Tech-Wise Life reads more as an invitation than as a 
lecture. It is encouraging to hear this from Amy’s per-
spective, as someone who grew up with smartphones 
and Instagram as a central part of high school. Amy is 
honest about how she struggles with what she’s writ-
ing about—including issues of secrecy, loneliness, and 
exhaustion. These negative effects aren’t invented by 
tech companies, but they are reframed and coded into 
the devices we carry around. She doesn’t pretend that 
our problems can be fixed by purging our life of tech-
nology. Yet our situation isn’t hopeless; Amy offers 
stories of her successes too. We are not inevitably going 
to lose to technology. There are ways to live a more 
meaningful life and to not succumb to the exhaustion 
of the endless scroll.

The book would be a valuable read for any young 
adult, but it is written to be most relevant for teens. This 
is apparent in some of her prompts to discuss technol-
ogy use with parents, as well as in the emphasis placed 
on the teen demographic in the Barna research statis-
tics scattered throughout the book. These statistics are 
based on surveys of young adults, so they primarily 
add confirmation that everyone else is struggling with 
the same technology problems. Aside from the statis-
tics and a few of the prompts, the book is applicable 
to anyone who grew up with digital technology and is 
needing to reassess their relationship with it.

With its easy-to-read style, My Tech-Wise Life is a quick 
read, and would fit well for a small group wanting to 
read a book together. It is a hopeful, yet realistic book. It 
is honest about the problems that we face in using tech-
nology wisely, but it also offers concrete suggestions to 
be more mindful of technology use. Amy invites us into 
a life that is shaped around relationships and wonder 
rather than around technology.
Reviewed by Elizabeth Koning, graduate student in the Department of 
Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 
IL 61801.

RIGHT/WRONG: How Technology Transforms 
Our Ethics by Juan Enríquez. Cambridge, MA: The 
MIT Press, 2020. 304 pages. Hardcover; $24.95. ISBN: 
9780262044424.
Right/Wrong: How Technology Transforms Our Ethics 
made me angry, made me think, made me research, 
made me discuss, made me agree, made me disagree … 
and it turns out that is what the author was hoping for. 
His goal was to get people interested in ethics again. 


